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IFBB Physique America
announces G.C.N. Classic for September

IFBB Physique America Maine Chairman, Doug Going, has announced the first major event in the state, the
G.C.N. Classic, which will take place September 29, 2018, at the beautiful Biddeford Center for the
Performing Arts in Biddeford, Maine.
“Our goal is to promote quality events for the athletes and fans. The Biddeford Center for the Performing
Arts is one of the best facilities in the state” enunciates Chairman Going. “We are going to set a new
standard for the sport in the state of Maine, and myself and my partners are dedicated to that goal. Under
the direction of our regional Vice President, Dave Follansbee, we look to elevate the Sport to levels never
before achieved nor imagined.”
The promotion group doing the GCN event are there three men whose initials are the title. The “G” is for
Going, as in Maine State Chairman Doug Going, the “C” is for Cena, as in Physique Promoter Matt Cena
(brother of WWE great John) and the “N” is for Newman as in Dennis Newman, former USA Champion and
Bodybuilding Legend.
“We all come with our own individual talents but when you put us together we are an unbeatable team. In
addition, a portion of the proceeds will go the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society” articulates Going.
“It is obvious, the State of Maine is under great leadership and supervision with Doug Going. With his
direction, the G.C.N. Classic will be the first of many superior events in Maine” orates IFBB Physique
America President/CEO Wayne S. DeMilia. “This is another foundation pillar in the structure of the most
groundbreaking, innovative physique federation that the sport has ever seen. With a solid foundation there
is no limit to how high we can go.”

